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Fiber optics have narrowed the gap between an ISP’s
total web traffic and bandwidth provided by high ca-
pacity links. Now, datacenters connected to ISPs via
fiber links can quickly deliver web content to the ISP’s
users without placing edge servers within the ISP. Due
to economies of scale, these datacenters can host web
content efficiently, making it cheaper to set up a content
delivery network (CDN) that caches content to reduce
delivery times. Increasingly, CDNs must do more than
reduce response times to attract customers; They also
have to keep prices low and invest in new features that
add value to their service.

We propose a new value-added feature for CDNs: Car-
bon offsetting. Carbon offsets represent a unit of work
that voids 1g of carbon emission. By buying carbon off-
sets, CDNs can void emissions caused by traffic that they
intercept, including emissions spent getting content from
source servers. These green CDNs would add value be-
cause the growing carbon footprint of the web is concern-
ing. If datacenters worldwide were treated as a country,
they would rank among the top 30 carbon emitters. Rout-
ing, storing, and serving email alone causes more than
1M metric tonnes of carbon emission each year [9, 14],
even though email is less than 1% of Internet traffic.
Research Challenge 1: To offset the emissions caused
by retrieving content from source servers, green CDNs
must estimate the carbon needs of servers and network
links they do not control. Prior studies have estimated
carbon needs for specific workloads, but most of these
studies confound the contributions of applications, hard-
ware, and environment. Our approach captures each in-
dependently, allowing us to predict the effects of Moore’s
Law and growing renewable energy penetration.
Research Challenge 2: The simplest design for a green
CDN is 1) cache content on a cluster of servers, 2) size
the cluster based on hit rate and bandwidth costs, 3) esti-
mate emissions, and 4) buy offsets as needed. But carbon
offsetting increases costs, affecting the best cluster size
for a green CDN. Further, these costs vary over time with
energy prices and renewable energy production.

Min: λPc02e[Esource ×M(N)] + λPB + Psrvr ×N (1)

Subject to: µN ≥ λ (2)
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Figure 1: Data flow, profiling, and modeling in MantisMail—
a green CDN. At NSDI, we will demo MantisMail on our email
accounts and allow attendees to test their own.

Equations 1 & 2 preview our cost model that helps green
CDN managers size their local cluster. N is the CDN
cluster size. λ is the arrival rate of user requests. µ is the
processing rate per instance;M(N) is the miss rate func-
tion. Esource is the carbon footprint for getting content
from the source. Pc02e,PBandPsrvr are the price of car-
bon offsets, outgoing bandwidth, and CDN servers. Our
goal is to minimize cost with low response times.
MantisMail: Figure 1 depicts data flow, adaptive con-
trol, and carbon footprint modeling in MantisMail, our
proof-of-concept green CDN. End users sign up for Man-
tisMail by registering their email ID and source IMAP
server address. Within their email clients, users config-
ure MantisMail as their IMAP server. MantisMail caches
entire IMAP requests using the Redis key value store,
serving cached content when possible. Requests that
can’t be cached are sent to the user’s source IMAP server.
Note, MantisMail supports SSL and does not store pass-
words locally. Cached emails are encrypted.

Recently, the authors began accessing their email
through MantisMail, offsetting 295g C02e per day (about
1 mile in an econ. car). While email is personal, cache
hits occurred for users with multiple devices (12% hits).
A content based cache could increase hits.
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1 Extended Related Work

MantisMail builds on recent work in low carbon com-
puting. In this extension, we discuss work in scheduling,
data placement, and whole system design.

Scheduling Green Energy: Le et al. [10] studied re-
quest routing for Internet services that use multiple dat-
acenters. Request routing is challenging because naive
policies that reduce carbon footprints may lead to high
response times. Le et al. [10] used simulated annealing
and simulation to find sweet spots that lowered carbon
footprints without increasing response times too much.
Subsequent efforts formally solved the scheduling prob-
lem using constraint optimization [12] and demonstrated
online approaches [11]. Zhang et al. [17] considered a
different problem; Rather minimizing cost within a car-
bon constraint, they maximized the use of green energy
within response time constraints. Others looked to ex-
tend this model to demand response scenarios for dat-
acenters that work in collaboration with utility compa-
nies [2, 13].

Data Placement: Blink [15] proposed an API for
cutting power from datacenters in response to lower re-
newable energy production. Blink also carefully placed
data in key value stores to avoid performance degrada-
tion when servers are shut down. GreenHadoop adopts a
similar strategy and couples a renewable energy predic-
tion policy [7].

System Design: At the same time, many researchers
have studied the design of real systems that are pow-
ered by clean energy. MantisMail is most like this group.
MantisMail builds on the principle of green hosting [5]
where clean energy is abstracted as carbon offsets that
can be purchased from free markets. The challenge is
to buy as few offsets as possible while maximizing rev-
enue. Already many green hosting services has shown
that investing in clean energy can increase profits [8].

Other work has looked into the design of datacenters
with on-site renewable energy [1, 3, 4, 6, 16]. The focus
of these efforts has been reducing costs.
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